
THINGS TO BRING FOR YOUR VACATION ABOARD NEMO

The first thing you have to remember is that spaces are reduced.
Bring all your things in a soft bag! Hard luggage and trolleys are not easy to store in your cabins.
Bed linens and towels are already onboard.  
Do not forget your phone or camera charger, we have transformers for 220-110 v.
Aboard Nemo the yacht’s objective is the protection of the marine environment, therefore we provide in each
bathroom a 90% biodegradable and cruelty-free body soap and shampoo (not tested on animals, natural
and not toxic); we strongly recommend you to use this soap for the aquatic world safety.
It is possible to use the boat hairdryer, or your own with a maximum power of 2000w, but due to voltage,
not more than one person at a time.  

CLOTHES
You have to consider carefully which clothes you need to bring, space is limited and onboard you'll live in the
sun with your swimsuit.
Pack tshirts, light and comfortable trousers, shorts and something nice to wear at night if you plan to go out
for one island dinner (island chic is very easygoing in the Bvi).
Sailing gloves: if you intend to help or learn something while onboard please get one pair, because they're
useful (working leather gloves will be perfect).
Cap, sunglasses and protective cream are necessary for the long and sunny days you'll live aboard Nemo.
Please note that spray sunscreens are not welcome onboard as they may stain the gelcoat of the deck or the
teak (very bad feedback about Coppertone brand).

SHOES
We normally invite everybody to enjoy boat life just barefoot. If you want to use a pair for the boat, please
have a pair that you will  only use onboard, you don't need to buy specific nautical shoes, just bring your
normal white bottom gym shoes or your Crocs.
No heels needed on this trip, just comfortable shoes, water shoes or flip flops.

MEDICINES
Bring everything you're accustomed to use and something for motion sickness. We strongly suggest, if you
have doubts, to buy wrist sickness bands, they really work and have no side effects, great for children.
We'll  have a first aid kit for any occurrence. It is very important that people with serious allergies (i.e.
shellfish or  peanuts) travels  all  the time with their  Epipen or anaphylaxis remedy, ready to use in any
circumstance.

ALL INCLUSIVE
All inclusive holidays with our catamaran will give you free use of a kayak, paddleboards, snorkelling kits
with mask, snorkel and flippers, one fishing rod for trolling, floating toys, books and music.
But feel free to bring also everything you need to personalize and better your vacation. We have an I-pod
connected radio and a bluetooth outdoor speaker so you can bring you own music, we love to hear new
music!
Food and beverages will be ready for you every day onboard (excluding extraordinary requests or excessive
alcohol consumption or champagne) and meals will be prepared considering allergies and tastes. We
recommend that you communicate these with us before your charter.
We'll keep your cabins in order and clean, so we kindly ask you to assist and treat Nemo like your home, so
no wet towels on the floor or smoking inside the catamaran please!

THANK YOU VERY MUCH AND ENJOY YOUR CHARTER


